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Abstract

Context: Agile methods have attracted many companies due to their reported benefits of short time-to-market and improved quality outputs. In the systems development context, additional constraints apply e.g. as a result of scale or parallel development of hardware and software. Traditionally, stage-gate processes with a focus on up-front requirements analysis are common in large-scale systems engineering. These processes clash with the companies’ desire to become more agile.

Objective: The aim of this thesis is to discover challenges that new requirements engineering approaches should address to enable agile system development at scale (RE4Agile). With a focus on value and building system understanding, we explore these challenges from the perspective of the agile development teams.

Method: To meet our aim, we conducted a series of empirical studies based on case studies, and a secondary review to explore the problem domain while deriving challenges and potential solutions from industry and literature respectively.

Findings: Our findings show that there are numerous challenges of conducting requirements engineering in agile development especially where systems development is concerned. These challenges relate to user value and overall system understanding. However, there are some cross-cutting concerns, e.g safety-critical development, that have generated much interest both from practitioners and academicians at large.

Conclusions: The challenges discovered sprout from an integration problem of working with agile methods while using the already existing processes as well. However, solution candidates exist and our future research aims to validate some of the solution candidates in the view of deriving new RE approaches. This thesis contributes to such future research, by establishing a holistic map of challenges that allows to assess whether a given solution is beneficial in the larger context or whether it over-optimizes only one area.
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1 Introduction

Software has pervaded our lives and is continuously gaining importance. Nowadays, even the formally hardware-based systems like cars are becoming more software-oriented than before [1]. This increased use of software has led to more software-intensive systems, i.e., systems that consist of software, hardware and possibly mechatronic parts defining the context in which they are used. Examples of such large-scale systems include communications, entertainment and automotive systems For such software-intensive systems, requirements engineering is the key to success [2, 3].

Requirements Engineering (RE), the process of gathering and defining user expectations for a new or modified product, is traditionally a sequential process where execution of, for instance, software development requires indisputable completion of the requirements specification phase [2, 4]. This approach to RE is the foundation on which most traditional companies are built, including most large-scale systems development companies. With advancement in software, and new players coming into the market, competition has increased and customer demands are evolving much faster, making reliance on traditional methods, with their long lead times, less focus on customer value, and lack of flexibility, less of an option. Thus large-scale systems development companies are seeking better approaches that allow flexibility, a characteristic of agile development methods.

Agile development methods become increasingly attractive for developing software-intensive large systems as they have significantly contributed to the way software is developed [5]. Driven by reported success in handling changing customer demands, achieving shorter time-to-market and improved quality outputs [6], large-scale companies are also adopting the agile methods [7, 9]. However, the agile methods were originally meant for small teams [10] making their adoption at scale challenging, not only because of the scale but also that many large-scale companies are founded on traditional methods and thus could not just do a sudden overhaul but rather a sequential adoption [11, 13].

Agile development promotes customer collaboration, thus, RE and Agile seem to support each other. However, long upfront analysis is considered anti agile and there is some friction between RE (which is often considered as anti-agile or traditional) and agile methods. Also, although it is clear how to perform RE in a traditional context, it is not clear to how RE can be done in an agile environment.

This thesis presents the initial results towards attempts to address this tension. We approach the problem through a series of empirical studies (Paper A, B and C) that discover the information needs and related knowledge,
pertinent to product development and finally focus on safety critical systems development, through a mapping study (Paper D).

We started with an exploratory study (Paper A), to uncover the RE related challenges of agile development in large-scale companies and had the following contributions:

- We discovered that three out of the four companies we worked with had agile development only on team level while the rest of the organization was still plan-driven. The revelation instigated a study that led to investigation of what challenges the agile teams face while interfacing with traditional structures (Paper B) to which we found challenges relating to information/knowledge transfer for better system understanding.

- We found challenges relating to user value and system understanding while using agile development at scale. Since agile methods are about delivering of value to the customers, to give us better ground to investigate and propose solutions for the identified challenges, we also conducted a study to find out the teams’ interpretation of customer value (Paper C). We found that there was lack of shared understanding of customer value which could impede continuous delivery and deployment. We thus highlight the need for continuous requirements engineering practices.

- The two areas of requirements knowledge obtained in Paper A, i.e user value and system understanding, are in line with traditional practices but not particularly supported in agile development. Paper A identified different examples that explain that phenomenon including impact on infrastructure, safety-critical and agile. However, preliminary search on safety-critical and agile development presented the least empirical studies out of all the obtained categories, yet it is a concern for software-intensive large-scale organizations. So we conducted a mapping study (Paper D) on the use of agile methods in safety-critical systems development. We focus on the benefits, challenges, principles and practices used. We conclude with a need for guidelines on how to shift effort to just-in-time activities and also how to establish beneficial infrastructure and long-term support. With this we would address the development process of safety systems in an agile environment.

Overall, this thesis set out to understand the challenges of performing agile development in large-scale systems development contexts and suggest candidate solutions with the intention of providing more empirical insights into the field of RE.

The thesis is composed of two parts, the introduction part (Chapter 1) and the second part is an attachment of the included papers. The rest of this introduction chapter is structured as follows: Section 1.1 presents the background and related work of the research presented in this thesis. Section 1.2 presents our research questions. The research methodology is described in Section 1.3 while Section 1.4 provides a synthesis of our research outputs. In Section 1.5, we give the conclusions and future work. For the second part, we have Chapter 2 to Chapter 5 with Papers A - D respectively.
1.1 Background and Related Work

The adoption of agile methods has changed the way RE is interpreted in development. Whereas some argue that RE can be viewed from two different angles: 1) as a formal and structured transformation of information [14] (e.g. traditionalists) or 2) as a collaborative effort relying on the creativity and competence of the involved engineers [15] (e.g. the agilists), others seem to imply that RE ceased to exist with the introduction of agile methods (e.g. ‘architecturalists’). In this thesis, we take the view that RE is a collaborative effort to which agile methods is an example of. In this section we discuss the RE process in systems development in which we describe the traditional RE process and fundamental RE terminology. We then review the literature on agile software development with a focus on RE in agile in order to provide basic understanding of that domain. We then discuss concepts related to user value, system understanding and finally cross-cutting concerns in agile systems development.

1.1.1 RE in Systems Development

Systems development or engineering was initially about configuring hardware components into physical systems like ships or railroads [16]. The component parts would then be produced once the configuration and the requirements specification are done. Software then began to appear in such systems. Systems’ dependence on software has increased over the years with more software being used in e.g. automotive [1,17]. Thus competitive advantage is increasingly depending on software as it facilitates rapid tailoring of products and services to market demands [16]. The dependence on software has led to software-intensive systems - systems that depend on software, hardware and the context in which they are operating for correct operations. And in such systems, effective requirements engineering is the key to success [4].

With the recent reports of software failures being associated with requirements challenges [3], organisations have to perform effective RE in order to keep pace with complexities [18] and beat time to market with a quality product that meets customers’ needs. However, when software components began to appear in systems development, sequential development then came naturally [16,19] making RE to be traditionally seen as a set of sequential activities. The activities involved include requirements elicitation, analysis, specification, and validation in that order, with requirements prioritisation coming in to support elicitation and analysis by identifying the most valuable requirements [20].

Requirements elicitation process includes users getting involved in gathering requirements [21]. During elicitation, the initial information regarding requirements and context are gathered. The requirements analysis phase then follows to check for consistency, completeness, necessity and feasibility of the requirements, thus creating an understanding of the requirements. The next activity is the requirements specification where the requirements are defined in terms of system behaviour, decomposing the problem into component parts and serve as input to design specification. The end of this process is marked with a requirements specification document where the agreed requirements are documented for communication with stakeholders and developers. The require-
ments validation is important for confirming customers’ needs and correcting errors in the specifications to avoid rework which could be expensive.

With increased emphasis on users and end value as well as increased pace of change, more strain has been put on the traditional approach. The strain came from the realization that requirements were more emergent with use than pre-specifiable, and the traditional methods were not suitable for producing user valued products [16]. Alternative RE methods, like agile methods had to be devised and adopted.

1.1.2 Agile RE or is it RE in Agile Development?

The agile alliance [22] gives the following definitions for agile and agile software development;

• Agile as “the ability to create and respond to change in order to succeed in an uncertain and turbulent environment”.

• Agile software development as an umbrella term for a set of methods and practices based on the values and principles expressed in the Agile Manifesto [23].

The agile manifesto identifies four values for agile development as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.1: The four values for agile development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Working software over comprehensive documentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Responding to change over following a plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the agile advocates acknowledged the items on the right as having value, they valued the items on the left more (see Table 1.1). The agile manifesto also connect 12 principles that attempt to make the agile values more concrete and deliver solid guidance for software development teams and their projects. The agile principles are originally as presented in Table 1.2. These have been reviewed by William [24] but the basic concepts remain the same.

Agile methods like Scrum [25] and XP [26] are thus based on the above values and principles and encourage flexible and light-weight software development with short iterations [5] thus creating ability to deal with changing requirements and fast time-to-market. In agile software development, requirements are allowed to evolve through collaboration between self-organizing, cross-functional teams utilizing the appropriate practices for their context.

Agile RE or RE for agile development has no unanimously accepted definition [19] but can be weakly defined as the agile way of performing RE. Bjarnasson et al. [27] report that agile methods address some classical RE challenges like communication gaps but also cause new challenges. Existing research on agile RE has explored the practices used [15,21] and agreed on some practices that apply to agile RE, including: face-to-face communication, customer involvement, requirements prioritization, review meetings and retrospectives, iterative/incremental development, user-stories, test driven development, acceptance tests, change management and code refactoring. The practices adopted
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Table 1.2: The 12 Agile Principles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness change for the customer’s competitive advantage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they need, and trust them to get the job done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a development team is face-to-face conversation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Working software is the primary measure of progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Simplicity – the art of maximizing the amount of work not done – is essential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by teams varies depending on the agile method of development that is chosen. For instance, in XP, the planning game is used and begins with an on-site customer who writes the requirements. These are later prioritized by the development team together with the customer and so on. However, experience with practitioners has shown that practices and methods have been adopted with rather random choice according to the development needs. Some existing works have identified challenges of using agile RE [15,21] that include neglect of non-functional requirements, customer availability and minimal documentation. Also, although agile development is about value delivery, it is not entirely clear how it is interpreted by the development teams.

In summary, there is substantial amount of existing work on the use of agile RE and its practices but a lack of empirical evidence in terms of systems development in a large-scale software-intensive context. It is also not clear how agile RE addresses the concepts of user value and building system understanding.

1.1.3 User Value

Today, software has a major influence on systems’ costs and value, and software decisions are intertwined with system-level decisions [28]. Being more of a value-
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driven development approach [23], agile methods offer a solution to handling value during development and there exists research that discusses the creation of customer value as key element for a company’s success [29, 31].

Related to this concept of customer value, Boehm [28] proposes a focus on value-based software engineering (VBSE) approaches that include, among others, value-based requirements engineering (VBRE). According to Boehm, VBRE includes principles and practices for identifying systems’ success-critical stakeholders, eliciting their value propositions with respect to the system and reconciling these into mutually satisfactory objectives of the system [28]. Thus VBRE uses a selection of requirements to enhance the value of a release [31, 32]. Through VBRE, development teams are able to align customers' requirements, business requirements, and technological opportunities, to have a sound understanding of both technical and business implications of decisions made, and to understand the business dynamics that drive software development [33].

However, even with such defined approaches, the different interpretations of customer value can inhibit value inclusion in development [34]. Customer value is frequently related to the trade-off between what the customer receives and what they invest to acquire and use a product [35]. This definition is based on the customer’s perspective, and to our knowledge there exists little research on how software development teams can relate to customer value, especially in large-scale systems development. Alahyari et al. investigate how value is interpreted, prioritized, assured, and measured in agile software development [36]. Based on a qualitative study with 23 participants from 14 organizations, they identified and prioritized value aspects such as delivery process with respect to time, quality, and knowledge of feature value for customer. In a position paper, Kuusinen discusses the meaning of value for business owners, customers, users, software developers, and user experience specialists and works towards an understanding on how to align and articulate value and its delivery in a software project [34].

1.1.4 System Understanding

Software engineering is a knowledge-intensive endeavor [37, 38] with activities from requirements elicitation to the project coordination and management. It is unlikely for the team members to have all the knowledge obtained from those activities [38]. Agile development adds to the challenge with the idea of breaking down the system requirements into features to be developed every sprint. Thus making the bigger picture of system understanding unclear. However, in order to deliver a quality product, the development team has to have a clear understanding of the system. Effective communication and knowledge management become an essential part of their development.

Knowledge management is crucial for proper system understanding and ensuring effective communication helps to transfer knowledge [39]. However, there are few existing works that explicitly address communication in agile development [40]. Communication in agile projects has mainly focused on the impact of the agile practices on communication [41]. In a systematic review, Hummel et al. found reports that agile methods lead to improved communications in large-scale development projects. They also found that the
informal communication on which agile methods depend may be problematic for large projects with many stakeholders and a lot of shared information. Studies suggest synchronous and asynchronous communication means e.g. wikis and group e-mails in order to establish the multiplicity of social links between team members and to provide continual access to project information in large-scale settings \[40\]. The studies present a broad understanding of the communication concept without focusing on the social interaction and behavior of teams \[40\].

### 1.1.5 Cross-cutting concerns in Development

We use the term cross-cutting concerns to mean the development concerns that seem to be affected by both user value and system understanding. These are usually the quality concerns or the non-functional requirements of any software development. From the research conducted in agile software development, there are challenges of dealing with non-functional requirements \[42\]. However, since agile methods tend to have less favor for documentation and processes, the most affected cross-cutting concern then becomes safety \[43,44\] since this requires a well defined process with extra documentation for certification.

### 1.2 Research Questions

The goal of this thesis is to provide an empirical exploration into the challenges of using agile methods in the development of software-intensive systems from a requirements engineering perspective. In order to achieve our goal, we focus on large-scale systems development companies, considering that the use of agile methods suffers most when used at scale. Also the large-scale systems have many of safety-critical features and safety is known to be driven by requirements for quality development and thus we take on a requirements engineering perspective. We therefore defined the following main research question:

**RQ: What challenges are associated with agile development of software-intensive systems from a requirements engineering perspective?**

Understanding what to put in place in such environments so teams can be effective.

The answer to this overarching research question is intended to provide insight into the RE challenges of using agile development at scale, so that we can understand what to put in place to ensure team effectiveness and efficiency. In order to answer the main research question while scoping the thesis, three refined research questions were derived and addressed in the included four studies/papers. These refined research questions are presented in Table 1.3

The four research questions are designed to gain insights into the challenges and possible practices in the problem domain. We start with RQ1 which is more of a general question for the wider understanding of the problems in RE for agile development. While this gave a wide scope of challenges, we explored the ones that geared interest for the participating companies. Thus RQ2 set out to further scope our problem by identifying the challenges of having teams doing agile development in an environment that is structured. For RQ3, since agile development is about creating value for the customer, we set out to understand how the agile teams interpret value during development. To top up the exploration, RQ4 sets out to explore the challenges that teams face while
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Table 1.3: Research Question and Paper in which it is addressed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question (RQ)</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1 What are the RE challenges of using agile methods in large-scale systems development?</td>
<td>Paper A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2 What challenges do agile teams face while developing in a plan-driven environment?</td>
<td>Paper B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3 How is value interpreted/viewed by the development teams in agile development?</td>
<td>Paper C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ4 What are the challenges of managing cross-cutting concerns in an agile environment (e.g. developing safety-critical systems)?</td>
<td>Paper D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

developing safety-critical systems using agile methods. The research questions are interconnected and answered in different papers as shown in Figure 1.1.

1.3 Research Methodology

This research aimed to investigate how the software engineers (development teams) conduct their development and other operations while using agile methods in a large-scale context. Being that software development is carried out by persons or groups in organizations [45], it is a multi-disciplinary area that also includes the social boundaries. Thus for this research, we not only need to investigate the tools and processes used by the development teams, but also their social and cognitive processes [46]. Thus the use of empirical methods.

Being more geared towards exploring the problem domain, this thesis mainly consists of empirical studies (Papers A-C) using the case study methodology and one review study (Paper D). This section elaborates on the methods used and goes ahead to elaborate how it was used in the included studies.

![Figure 1.1: Overview of studies in relation to research questions.](image-url)
1.3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

1.3.1 Case Study Method

According to Runeson et al., case study is an empirical inquiry that draws on multiple sources of evidence to investigate one instance (or a small number of instances) of a contemporary software engineering phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundary between phenomenon and context cannot be clearly specified [47], which is also the aim of this thesis. Case studies provide in-depth understanding of why and how given phenomenon occur [46]. This thesis is based solely on exploratory studies which are commonly used as initial investigations to seek new insights [47] and possibly identify useful distinctions that clarify our understanding [46].

Runeson and Host [45] present five steps to performing case study research and these include: (i) designing case study objectives and plan (ii) Defining data collection procedures and protocols (iii) Collecting data on the studied case, (iv) analysing the data and (v) reporting the data. For the first step, we had our research questions prepared before starting the study and purposely [48] identified the cases to use in our studies. For all the studies, we chose large-scale software intensive companies that have agile development teams. While identifying the companies, we also discussed with the contacts in the different companies on the acceptable data collection procedures that will bring out the best for both parties.

Case studies can be holistic where the case study is the unit of analysis, or embedded where one can either have one case study with many units of analysis or many (different) case studies. We used all those set-ups in the different studies since the studies were targeting different questions. For instance, in Paper A we aimed to find out the overall challenges of doing RE in an agile development company and thus we chose to use a multiple case study approach where we had four cases understudy. The cases were all from different domains. This choice helped us discover as many challenges as there were and we could attempt to generalize when we find challenges reoccurring in different domains. The findings of Paper A inspired the study that led to Paper B, C and D. For paper B, we used a single case study with two units of analysis as we aimed to find the challenges that individual agile teams faced working in a structured environment. The single case was viable since it provides more focus and the two units of analysis were used for comparison of findings. Paper C was single case study since we aimed to find out how the agile team interpreted user value during their development. It provided a basis for solution derivation.

1.3.1.1 Data collection

The data for the three case studies included was collected through use of semi-structured interviews, workshops and focus group meetings. Depending on the research question being posed, the choice of data collection methods changed considerably. For instance in Paper A, we used the combination of all three techniques where we had 2 cross-company workshops attended by representatives from all the case companies, 22 interviews with the development teams from three of the companies, and 5 focus group meetings with 4 of the participating companies. Figure 1.2 presents a summary of the included papers and the data collection methods used. During these data collection activities, we would have at least two of the researchers present to take notes and compare...
afterwards. This helped us to mitigate possible bias and misunderstanding.

### 1.3.1.2 Data analysis

The data collected in this thesis is qualitative because qualitative data is appropriate to fulfill our research goal. For that reason, we collected the data using interviews, focus group meetings and workshops during which responses were recorded and later transcribed thus leading to textual analysis. For the data analysis, we relied on thematic coding approach [49]. Since we worked in groups, we had at least two researchers at each study to familiarize themselves with the data collected while highlighting noteworthy statements and assigning codes or labels to each. We then discuss as a group and iteratively agree on the themes which we discuss through workshops (Paper A) or through email and telephone calls (Paper B and C) for validation with the participating cases.

### 1.3.2 Secondary Study

With the growing number of empirical studies in software engineering comes a necessity to construct an objective summary of the available research evidence to aid in decision making and formulation of research questions [50]. Using a systematic literature review is one way of obtaining the objective summary. Much as each study included in this thesis has a literature review section, a systematic review provides guidelines to follow while reviewing literature in order to avoid bias and ensure replicability [51]. Systematic literature reviews however require considerable amount of effort [52].

A systematic mapping study provides a map of the results reported in literature, usually a more coarse overview thus often requires less effort than a systematic literature review [51]. The process followed in a mapping study is also systematic but more coarse than a systematic literature review, allowing to process larger numbers of papers.

Following the findings from Paper A and an unclear course of action for answering RQ4, the study of safety-critical development in agile, we chose to conduct a mapping study (Paper D) to help us draw a map on the current state of affairs in as far as safety-critical systems development is concerned. We aimed to find out what the benefits, challenges, principles and practices being used in industry and thus we relied more on the empirical studies in that

---

Figure 1.2: Case studies and data collection methods used.
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1.3.3.1 Construct validity

These threats refer to the relations between the research method and the observations from the study [45]. With these threats the question to answer is: Are the theoretical constructs interpreted and measured correctly? There is a threat that the interpretation of the questions asked at the interviews may be different for the researchers and the interviewees due to the use of different terms. In order to minimise this threat, we shared and discussed the interview guide with the company contacts in order to agree to commonly understood/used terms at the company and also used literature to provide a link between our understanding and that of the interviewees. In cases where the interviewee did not understand the question, we endeavored to rephrase. We also ensured that we had more than one researcher for data collection and analysis in all the studies. To combat the practitioners’ fear to answer asked questions with honesty, we guaranteed anonymity and answers were only to be used by the researchers.

1.3.3.2 Internal validity

Focuses on the research design and whether the results really do follow from the data [46]. Could external factors impact the results of the investigated factors? To minimise this risk, we recorded our interviews so that each researcher gets the same message. To increase internal validity for our studies, we used data triangulation between interviews (Paper A, B, and C), between the units of analysis (Paper B), and between the case companies (Paper A). Furthermore, the results of our studies were discussed at workshops (Paper A and C) and at focus group meetings (Paper B). The workshops and focus groups included key roles from these companies that were already involved in the respective studies. To avoid a too restricted view on smaller parts of a project or a product, we selected interviewees from different parts of the development. There might however still be a selection bias as the interviewees were selected through a convenience sample through our company contacts.

1.3.3.3 External validity

These threats relate to the ability to generalize the results beyond our case studies. By design, the external validity of our studies is low. Hence, generalization of our findings to different domains or companies might not be possible. Easterbrook [46] notes that qualitative studies aim to understand and explain a given phenomenon rather than generalizing. Understanding the investigated phenomenon in one setting may help to understand other situations [36]. For
instance in Paper A, we designed our study to identify common challenges across participating companies. Thus, our research method does not support any deep reasoning about differences between companies, domains, and market positions. However, given that we found similar themes in all cases, we expect that these apply similarly to other companies or projects in large-scale systems engineering.

1.3.3.4 Reliability

Threats to reliability refer to level to which the study results are dependent on specific researchers. We limit reliability threats by improving the interview instruments in multiple iterations and by conducting interviews in pairs of two researchers. We have a prolonged involvement with our case companies and therefore a mutual trust among the parties exists. The data analysis was discussed and refined among the authors in several iterations. The results were discussed with the participating companies and also compared results obtained to available literature.

1.4 Research Synthesis

In this section, the main results and contributions of this thesis are summarized and reported per paper and main research question addressed. More detailed descriptions or the results for each study can be found in the respective paper.

1.4.1 Paper A: RE Challenges in Large-Scale Agile

RQ1: What are the RE challenges of using agile methods in large-scale systems development?

This question we answer with three sub-questions from the paper

RQ1.a.: What are possible scopes of applying agile methods in large-scale system development?

RQ1.b.: How is the role of requirements characterized in large-scale agile system development?

RQ1.c.: Which requirements related challenges exist in large-scale agile system development?

Main findings: The study revealed that large-scale companies are struggling to perform RE in agile development to the level they are used to while they were using waterfall/traditional methods. For this study, we also discovered that agile development has been adopted at different levels in different companies which also brought in a slight difference in the challenges they are facing. However, irrespective of the level of adoption, all companies exhibited challenges that were put under two particular groups: Shared understanding of User Value and Building and Maintaining System understanding. In regards to user value, most challenges were coming from teams struggling to understand customer value, writing meaningful user stories and feedback and requirements clarification from the user stories or features they develop. For system understanding, the
challenges faced relate to informing and synchronizing between teams, creating and maintaining traces, insufficient tests and user stories, agile tool chain establishment and, coming more from the traditional foundation, there was a gap between plan-driven development and agile development. Present literature concerning RE in agile development does not provide approaches for both user and system requirements specification.

**Potential application of the results:** Paper A contributes a map of RE related challenges in scaled agile system development. Practitioners find this map useful to plan their adoption of agile methods as well as check their process improvement, since it allows to avoid over-optimizing one aspect while negatively affecting another aspect. We hope that researchers benefit from our overview of challenges when conducting related studies. To follow up on this study, we conducted an independent study on user value (Paper C) and one addressing how agile is currently integrated in the existing processes (Paper B).

### 1.4.2 Paper B: Agile Integration with Existing Processes

**RQ2:** What challenges do agile teams face while developing in a plan-driven environment?
The answer to this question was obtained through answering the following sub-questions in Paper B

- **RQ2.a.:** What are the perceived challenges when combining plan-driven and agile paradigms in large-scale systems engineering?
- **RQ2.b.:** What mitigation strategies exist when using agile development in a traditional setting?

**Main findings:** Motivated by the findings of Paper A; challenge of gaps between agile development and plan-driven/waterfall and having ‘agile islands in a waterfall’, we explored this challenging aspect a bit more as understanding it would help inform the new concepts needed for agile development at scale. The findings of this paper indicate a variation in challenges faced for departments of the same company basing on the different ways of working with agile development methods. The results present challenges relating to, e.g., development teams not being aware of the high-level requirement, dealing with flexibility of writing user stories and working with later requirement changes. We found that strategies for overcoming most of these challenges are still lacking and thus call for more research.

**Potential application of results:** The results suggest a need for a holistic company wide approach to agile development so that some of the challenges are overcome. Although there exist studies that mention the possibility of different ways of working for sections of the same company, this study provides the proof of what challenges could ensue. From this study we also observe that while might not be possible to have all parts of the company agile nor be
desirable to have all parts of the company plan-driven, if different approaches must co-exist, one should find a way to integrate them. Future research may need to show how this integration can be achieved.

1.4.3 Paper C: User Value Addition

RQ3: How is value interpreted/viewed by the development teams in agile development?

RQ3.a.: What is the interpretation of value from the perspective of different roles in large-scale agile software development?

RQ3.b.: What are the effects of the notion of adding value every sprint of individual teams? What benefits and challenges exist?

RQ3.c.: How do you check if value has been added in each sprint?

RQ3.d.: What improvements could support adding value every sprint in large-scale continuous software engineering?

Main findings: Motivated by the findings in Paper A; challenges with shared understanding of customer value, we conducted a study to find out how development teams interpret and understand customer value on top of writing and implementing the user stories. Results show that the customer value concept in large-scale agile systems development is affected by the distance between customer and developer and the need to break down value from the whole system into manageable parts. The notion of value is fundamental for agile methods, especially for practices such as continuous delivery to the customer. From the perspective of our interviewees for this study, customer value relates to a change in the product for some while others believe it is also related to the ability to allow customers to participate and influence the discussions around new features. The change in product should relate to something a customer can sell or that makes their product or service cheaper. Customer value also relates to the relationship to the customer and become visible in development sprints as promised features, functionality, quality, configuration, or documentation.

Potential application of results: The results benefit practitioners in that it becomes clear how the teams are struggling with value during development, a lesson that other practitioners in similar settings can benefit from. The study also forms a basis for further evaluation of value in agile software development.

1.4.4 Paper D: Safety-Critical Systems in Agile

RQ4: What are the challenges of developing safety-critical systems (SCS) in an agile environment?

We divided this into four sub-questions in Paper D

RQ4.a.: What research exists about agile development of Safety-Critical Systems?

RQ4.b.: What are the key benefits of applying agile methods and practices in SCS development?
RQ4.c.: What challenges exist with agile development of SCS?

RQ4.d.: What solution candidates (e.g. principles and practices) promise to address challenges with respect to agile development of SCS?

Main findings: Still motivated by findings of Paper A; challenge of developing safety-critical systems in agile development, and the not so obvious stand on the current research on the topic, we venture to explore the domain through a mapping study in order to draw a map on the domain. The results obtained showed that there are reported benefits that much resemble the ones reported in the non-safety development domains. The challenges faced in safety development using agile methods are more geared towards the certification and assurance requirements of safety systems. These requirements call for well structured processes and heavy documentation that is not clearly supported by agile development and agile teams find it hard and cumbersome to balance speed and flexibility with the need for documentation.

Potential application of results: The results provide for potential generalization to other areas. We know the research that exists and that allows us and the companies to systematically search for a setup on being large-scale agile using a map of these challenges. Solutions that relate to the domain could benefit the respective industry. Results also provide a starting point for enabling us to accumulate more knowledge on which solutions can help. So future research can build on it rather than replicate it.

1.5 Conclusions and Future Work

The thesis addresses the challenges that development teams face in systems development while using agile methods, from an RE perspective. We find problems related to system understanding and getting a unified understanding of user value. Since the two concepts are interesting for development, and customer happiness is the ultimate goal of today’s systems, we explored cross-cutting concerns in an attempt to address system understanding while taking customer value into consideration and thus explored the safety-critical systems development domain.

We present a map of challenges in using agile development at scale which gives us the opportunity to pull out the most pressing challenges that have not received much attention from the research industry. Thus, we explored the context of: 1) value in systems development and found challenge of addressing value coming mainly from the customer-developer distance. 2) agile adoption in systems development relating to the co-existence of both agile and plan-driven methods. Many challenges relating to tools used in order to manage the system knowledge came up. and 3) safety-critical systems development using agile methods and presented a map of challenges and what solutions are proposed in literature.

Basing on those studies, we find challenges relating to integration of agile and plan-driven methods in systems development, addressing value in large-scale development and dealing with safety in agile development. Safety is
cross-cutting between those identified challenges since the standards today still request for documentation to meet certification demands thus requiring a reliable infrastructure in which the teams can work to provide a certifiable product that is also timely and valuable to the customer.

The findings in this thesis thus conclude with a need for establishment of a beneficial infrastructure that can help inform current development and long-term support for the product. This is one such aspect to address for future research.
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